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Introduction

► Blockchain technology has many applications in various 

sectors like healthcare, agricultural, telecommunications, 

cryptocurrency etc.

► Cryptocurrencies remain among the most important and 

popular applications among the ones mentioned above.

► Top 2 cryptocurrencies according to market cap and 

popularity among users are Bitcoin and Ether.

► Ether is the default cryptocurrency of Ethereum network, 

which is also a platform to deploy decentralized 

applications.



Unconfirmed transactions in cryptocurrency

► Transactions in cryptocurrency differ from normal digital 

transactions.

► They need an additional fee payment to the miner(s) for 

faster acceptance into the blockchain, and may also take 

some time to get final confirmation.

► An unconfirmed transaction(or a failed transaction) might 

result into loss of users' money(paid in form of additional 

fee).

► This might result in compromising the user experience and 

hence preventing them from performing future transactions.



This paper provides detailed answers to following questions:

➢ What are the important attributes of a cryptocurrency 

transaction?

➢ What are the possible reasons for longer waiting times in 

cryptocurrency transactions?

➢ How are existing works helping to obtain useful 

information about a transaction attribute beforehand, 

which might result in faster confirmation?



Fig. Transaction fee calculation in Ethereum(after London upgrade 

2021)



Transaction & Network specific 

attributes► Bitcoin

➢ Mempool count: It denotes the total number of 

unconfirmed transactions at a given time and it also 

denotes the number of transactions responsible for 

congestion in the Bitcoin network.

➢ Variation in transaction fee

➢ Variation in mempool size(in bytes): This statistic is 

directly proportional to the average confirmation delay 

of a transaction and transaction fee.



Transaction & Network specific 

attributes
► Ether

➢ Average number of pending transactions per day in the 

Ethereum network.

➢ Average transaction fee(in USD)

➢ Average gas price: It is amount of computational work 

needed for successfully executing an operation on the 

Ethereum network.



Bitcoin transaction statistics



Ethereum transaction statistics

Fig: No. of pending transactions per day since 2018



Ethereum transaction statistics

Fig: Variation in transaction fee in Ethereum network



Minimizing transaction failure rate

Approach Advantages Limitations

Improving transaction 

success rate in payment 

channel networks[1]

use of balance-aware 

routing for better flow of 

funds amongst the 

channels

Study limited to small-

scale and off-chain 

networks.

Lowest gas price 

prediction for ether 

transaction[2]

Predicts the gas price 

which is lowest to be 

included in the next 

block.

Lacks time confirmation 

of a transaction, 

probability of success of 

a transaction.



Minimizing transaction failure rate

Approach Advantages Limitations

Dynamic analysis of 

Ethereum smart 

contract transactions[3].

73% reduction in total 

gas consumption due to 

early warning of errors.

Lacks inference-based 

rule system, which is 

required in time-series 

data like ether 

transactions.

Prediction of transaction 

confirmation status[4]

0.87 area under the 

ROC curve, rigorous 

comparison between 

different machine 

learning models.

High imbalance in data 

leading to low precision 

and high recall values



Minimizing transaction failure rate

Approach Advantages Limitations

Selection of transaction 

from mempool as a 

classification task in 

machine learning[5].

Random forests, with 

overall accuracy and 

recall of 85% and 71% 

respectively.

Important features 

considered are only 

transaction size and 

sender's transaction fee

Probability selection of 

a transaction from 

Bitcoin mempool[6].

Use of ResNets in 

understanding well-

formedness of previous 

transactions.

Transaction selection 

policies of miners might 

differ from each other 

which might affect the 

confidence score.



Minimizing transaction failure rate

Approach Advantages Limitations

Bitcoin transaction 

confirmation time 

prediction[7].

time_to_ruin of Cramer-

Lundberg model gives 

accurate measure of 

confirmation time

Bitcoin mempool data 

might not always fit to 

the CL model.

Transaction 

confirmation time 

prediction in Ethereum 

using machine learning 

methods[8]

Incremental training of 

model using real time 

Ethereum transaction 

data.

Prediction of time is 

mapped as 

classification task rather 

than a regression task.



Conclusion

► This paper covered various aspects of a cryptocurrency 

transactions concerning two popular cryptocurrencies Bitcoin 

& Ether.

► It also looked into transaction specific attributes which play 

a key role in its eventual success/failure.

► Some methods specifically employ use of machine learning & 

deep learning methods on structured data, to give the user 

valuable information beforehand.



Conclusion

► Other methods use mathematical analysis like Cramer-

lundberg approximations on Bitcoin transaction data to 

predict transaction delay.

► Cryptocurrency transaction data can be classified as time-

series based data. Considering this, variants of Recurrent 

neural networks can be used for implementing the existing 

works for better performance achievement. 

► The provision of structured data of cryptocurrency 

transactions pave the way for more research using deep 

learning methods.
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